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Introduction
Chronic Rhinosinusitis (CRS) is defined as inflammation 

of the nose and paranasal sinuses for more than 12 weeks and 
is said to affect 1 in 7 people in the developed world with a 
significant economic impact coupled with a substantial impact on 
the quality of life [1-3]. CRS is one of the most prevalent chronic 
diseases worldwide with various studies reporting an affliction 
of 5-15% in some studies and 16% of the adult population in 
others and this disease has similar prevalence rates in India as 
well. Currently there are two key options in management, long 
term medical management and functional endoscopic sinus 
surgery (FESS) [4-8]. The failure rate of medical treatment 
ranges from 50-88% in various studies, following which patients 
undergo endoscopic sinus surgery. FESS, although functional, 
leads to the removal of mucosal and osteoid tissue to achieve 
clearance of inflamed disease tissue [3,9]. 

Pseudo stratified, ciliated, columnar epithelial mucosas 
line the nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses. These cilia trap 
microbes and foreign particles and through a defined mucociliary 
clearance path and clear them in to the nasopharynx. The 
‘osteomeatal complex’ laterals to the middle turbinate does a 
common outflow tract for the maxillary, frontal and anterior 
ethmoid sinuses comprise the uncinate process which guards 
the ethmoid infundibulum. The pathogenesis of this disease 
is unclear but is multi factorial, involving infections, mucosal 
inflammation and impaired mucociliary clearances [10]. A model 
proposed by Timperley comprises interplay of these factors 
leading to a positive feedback spiral [11,12]. The treatment of 
CRS begins with medical management and entails a prolonged 
course of various combinations of topical nasal steroids, saline 
sprays, antibiotics, antihistamines and systemic steroids [13]. 
Most patients with CRS are initiated on medical therapy but the 
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Chronic Rhinosinusitis (CRS) is a disease said to affect 1 in 7 people across the globe. It is associated with debilitating symptoms that 
have a significant impact economically as well as on the patient’s quality of life. It results when the nasal passages and paranasal sinuses are 
afflicted by concurrent inflammation and infection. Currently the two key options in management include long term medical management and 
functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS). The failure rate of medical treatment ranges from 50-88% in literature, following which patients 
undergo endoscopic sinus surgery. FESS involves the removal of mucosal and osteoid tissue to achieve adequate disease clearance. In keeping 
with the principle of regaining physiological nasal clearance and ventilation, balloon sinuplasty was approved in 2005, which dilates the ostia 
of the diseased sinuses, allows for mucous clearance and improves ventilation. In a survey based study looking at the factors leading to delay in 
definitive management in patients with Chronic Rhinosinusitis in India it was concluded that there is a need for an affordable, minimally invasive 
solution for CRS soon after medical management fails. Balloon sinuplasty or balloon catheter dilation (BCD) is a relatively novel procedure would 
be a suitable option to bridge this gap. This article is a review of literature on the efficacy and safety of balloon dilation as a standalone procedure, 
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success of medical therapy is unclear in literature with reports 
ranging from 50% to 88% [14].

Functional endoscopic sinus surgery is reserved for those 
in whom medical management has failed or in cases with 
complications. FESS serves to open up the sinus drainage 
pathways, enhancing mucosal clearance. The word ‘functional’ 
emphasises the preservation of normal mucosal clearance via 
the natural anatomic drainage pathways [10]. Balloon Sinuplasty 
is a relatively new intervention in the management of chronic 
rhinosinusitis pivoting on the success in other surgical fields in 
using minimally invasive balloon dilation technology. Lanza first 
described this concept in 1993 and in 2005 it was approved by 
the US Food and Drug Administration as a minimally invasive 
treatment alternative for the chronic Rhinosinusitis [15-17]. 
Balloon sinuplasty either works on Seldinger’s technique of 
advancement over a guide wire or direct visual confirmation 
technique to advance the balloon in to the ostium. Once it is 
positioned in the ostium a high pressure balloon is inflated to a 
pressure up to 12 atmospheres. 

The compression of tissue along the inner circumference 
of the ostium causes micro fractures, thus dilating the ostium 
to 4-7mm without any tissue or bone excision. In doing so BCD 
aims to restore the physiological sinus drainage without changes 
to the nasal anatomy. Thus far there has been considerable 
scepticism in accepting this technique due to the supposed lack 
of global literature as well as the high cost. One of the key push 
backs from surgeons in the adoption of the procedure was the 
lack of controlled prospective studies, especially in comparison 
with FESS [18,19]. However, since approval there have been 
multiple controlled trials and meta-analyses with standalone 
balloon dilation, balloon sinuplasty vs FESS as well as hybrid 
procedures (Balloon dilation along with FESS) vs traditional 

endoscopic sinus surgery [20]. This editorial looks to explore 
the publications in the balloon sinuplasty in scientific literature 
looking at surgical outcomes as well as patient outcomes.

Material and Methods
Google Scholar and Pub Med were used for the literature 

search from 2005 to 2018and all studies involving balloon 
dilation in adults with chronic rhinosinusitis were reviewed. 
The studies in the paediatric population were eliminated. 22 
trials were included in this review along with 3 meta-analyses 
and 1 registry based real world evidence study. Most studies 
on Balloon Sinuplasty assessed outcomes such as symptom 
improvement (SNOT 20 or SNOT 22), nasal endoscopy score, 
Lund-Mackay score, safety, tolerability, revision rates, quality of 
life and duration of improvement post procedure. Studies from 
various countries, including India, were also included to look at 
the impact of the procedures in various patient populations.

Results & Discussion
The REMODEL (randomized evaluation of maxillary 

antrostossmy versus ostial dilation efficacy through long‐
term follow-up) was a multicentre randomized control trial 
examining the long term outcomes of standalone balloon sinus 
dilation versus FESS. In the large cohort of 135 patients treated 
with functional endoscopic sinus surgery (FESS) or in‐office 
balloon dilation, 18 month data as well as 24 month follow data 
was studied. The investigators found that the outcomes of FESS 
and standalone balloon sinuplasty were found to be comparable 
at all time points from 6 months to 24 months. In addition they 
also noted that balloon dilation produced faster recovery, less 
postoperative pain, and fewer debridements than FESS. Koshinen 
et al. compared the 5 year efficacy and satisfaction in patients 
who underwent FESS or balloon sinuplasty for maxillary sinus 
diseases (Table 1) [21]. 

Table 1: A summary of the studies from 2007- 2018 on balloon sinuplasty in adults.

Study Year of 
publication Study Design Cohorts Number of 

patients
Follow up 
duration Outcomes assessed Conclusions

Bolger [21] 2007 Prospective, 
multicentre BCD Hybrid 49 24 weeks SNOT-20, 

Endoscopy

BCD is safe and 
effective in relieving 

ostial obstruction 
with significant 

symptomatic 
improvement

Freidman [22] 2008 Retrospective BCD vs FESS 70 12 weeks

Sino-Nasal Outcome 
Test (SNOT-20) 
questionnaires 

and global patient 
assessment, 

postoperative 
narcotic use

FESS and BCD were 
comparable in 

patients with mild CRS 
in terms of symptoms. 

BCD fared better 
in terms of patient 

satisfaction, post op 
pain

Kuhn [23] 2008 Prospective BCD vs 
Hybrid 66 1 year

SNOT-20, Nasal 
endoscopy, Lund 

Mackay Score

BCD was safe and 
effective over a period 

of 1 year
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Levine [24] 2008
“Real-world” 
multi-center 

registry

BCD vs 
Hybrid

1036 (27 
centres)

Average 
follow up: 40 

weeks

Symptoms 
improvement, 
Quality of life, 
revision rates, 
post-operative 
complications

BCD was found to be 
safe and effective and 
improved the quality 
of life. Complication 
rates, revision rates, 

and patient symptom 
improvement rates all 
compared favourably 

with results of 
previous FESS studies

Luong [25] 2008 Retrospective

BCD: Frontal 
sinus ostium 

stenosis 
(FSOS)

6 9 months Ostial patency

BCD was found to be 
safe and effective in 
Frontal sinus ostium 

stenosis

Weiss [26] 2008 Prospective BCD (34) vs 
Hybrid (31) 65 2 year SNOT 20, Lund 

Mackay

Patients undergoing 
hybrid procedures 

have significant 
improvements in 

symptoms and on CT 
even at 2 years post 

procedure

Kutluhan [27] 2009 Retrospective BCD vs 
Hybrid 30 1 year SNOT-20, Lund 

Mackay

BCD was safe and 
effective over a period 

of 1 year

Plaza [28] 2011

Double 
blinded 

randomized 
clinical trial

BCD vs FESS 
(Frontal 

sinusitis)
40 1 year Lund Mackay score, 

Nasal endoscopy

BCD is safe and 
effective in the 

management of frontal 
sinusitis

Hopkins [29] 2011 Retrospective BCD 27 1 year SNOT-22

Symptom 
improvement seen in 
62% of patients. BCD 
has a role in CRS but 
its applications are 

limited, the cost being 
a consideration

Achar [30] 2012 Prospective BCD vs FESS 24 24 weeks SNOT-20, Saccharin 
clearance time

BCD and FESS 
comparable in CRS 

patients unresponsive 
to medical 

management

Albritton [31] 2012

Prospective, 
nonrando-

mized, 
multicentre

BCD 37 1 year
Tolerability, Pain 
score, SNOT-20, 

Lund Mackay score

Office‐based BSD has a 
high technical success 

rate, significant 
patient symptom 
improvement and 

satisfaction.

Stankiewicz 
[32] 2012

BCD 
(Maxillary 

sinus)
59 2 years

SNOT 20, Revision 
rate, Lund Mackay 

score, Quality of life

BCD for isolated 
maxillary disease 

showed a significant 
improvement in 

symptoms and quality 
of life metrics up to 2 

years

Brodner [33] 2013 Prospective, 
multicentre BCD Hybrid 175 1 year SNOT 20 BCD is safe and 

effective up to 1 year

Cutler [34] 2013

Prospective, 
multicentre 
randomized 
control trial

BCD vs FESS

92 (50 
balloon 

dilation 42 
FESS)

1 year

SNOT 20, clinical 
significance. Ostial 

patency rate, 
rhinosinusitis 

episode frequency, 
Work Productivity 

and Activity 
Impairment survey

BCD is as effective as 
FESS on 1 year follow 

up in CRS
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Karanfilov [35] 2013
Prospective, 
multicentre 

trial
BCD 203 24 weeks

Safety, tolerability, 
technical success, 

SNOT-20, Lund 
Mackay score

BCD in an in‐office 
setting is safe, 

effective and well 
tolerated

Raghunandan 
[36] 2013 Prospective BCD 20 1 year

SNOT 20, Diagnostic 
Nasal Endoscopy, 

CT-PNS score

BCD was found to be 
safe and comparable 

and Indian results 
were comparable with 

world literature

Koskinen [37] 2013 Retrospective BCD vs FESS 95 (40 BCD; 
45 FESS) 1 year SNOT 20

Patients undergoing 
FESS had a greater 

statistically 
significant symptoms 

improvement 
compared to BCD

Abreu [38] 2014 Prospective BCD 13 Lund Mackay score
Significant 

improvement post 
BCD

Bikhazi [39] 2014

Prospective, 
multicentre, 
randomized 

trial

BCD vs FESS

92 (50 
balloon 

dilation 42 
FESS)

1 year

SNOT 20, clinical 
significance. Ostial 

patency rate, 
rhinosinusitis 

episode frequency, 
Work Productivity 

and Activity 
Impairment survey

BCD is as effective as 
FESS on 1 year follow 

up in CRS

Gould [40] 2014
Prospective, 
multicentre 
open label

BCD 81 1 year SNOT 20 BCD is safe effective 
and well tolerated

Payne [41] 2016
Prospective 
multicentre 

trial

BCD (in 
office) vs 
Medical 

management

198 (146 BCD 
; 52 Medical 

management)
24 weeks

Chronic Sinusitis 
Survey score; 
Rhinosinusitis 

Disability Index 
(RSDI); Sino-Nasal 

Outcome Test 
(SNOT-20).

BCD led to a greater 
improvement in 

symptoms and quality 
of life compared to 

medical management

Chandra [42] 2016 Prospective BCD vs FESS 135 2 years SNOT-20, Quality 
of life

The outcomes 
between FESS and 
BCD were found to 
be comparable at 

all time points up to 
24 months. BCD led 
to faster recovery, 
less postoperative 

pain, and fewer 
debridement’s than 

FESS.

Minni [43] 2018

Prospective 
multicentre 
randomized 

trial

BCD vs FESS 
(Frontal sinus 

only)
102 1 year SNOT-20, Lund 

Mackay score

BCD and FESS are 
two alternative with 

comparable safety and 
efficacy outcomes, 

mild and moderate/
severe chronic 

frontal sinusitis. BCD 
demonstrated better 

and statistically 
significant SNOT‐20 

score in patients with 
moderate/severe CRS, 

compared to FESS.

Altogether 45 patients were included in the FESS group and 
40 patients in the balloon sinuplasty group. Of those followed 
up for an average of 6 years, both groups were satisfied with 
the procedure and experienced a significant improvement in 

symptoms. However the number of reported exacerbations was 
higher in the balloon sinuplasty group with 4 patients requiring 
revision procedures. In a prospective multicentre study by 
Karanfilov 203 patients with refractory chronic sinusitis 
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underwent balloon sinuplasty treatment in an office setting under 
LA and were followed up at 2, 8 and 24 weeks post procedure 
[22]. Statistically significant clinical improvements were noted 
in SNOT-20 scores and LMK computed tomography (CT) scores. 
82.3% of patients reported the procedure as tolerable or highly 
tolerable with statistically significant improvement in quality 
of life from baseline at various time points including 2 weeks, 8 
weeks and 24 weeks (>0.8) [23].

Past published literature on efficacy was broadly limited 
to feasibility studies and safety profiling. One of the initial 
trials, The ‘Clinical Evaluation to confirm safety and efficacy of 
sinuplasty in the paranasal sinuses’ (CLEAR) study, was a multi-
centre trial of 115 patients demonstrated high success rate 
as well as both safety and efficacy of the procedure with 97% 
success rate. Another study by Kuhn et al. reported endoscopic 
patency of 85% at one year. Improvements in SNOT-20 scores 
were also reported in the latter. The REMODEL Meta-analysis 
included 358 patients, with follow up in 314 patients for at 
least 1 year and follow up in 74 patients for 2 years [24,25]. 
The SNOT‐20 scores exhibited significant improvement from 
baseline at all time points. This meta-analysis found that the 
improvements in symptoms and quality of life in those who 
underwent standalone balloon dilation could be maintained for 
2 years post dilation. The study also looked at other metrics such 
as long‐term benefits with regard to days missed homebound 
days, physician/nurse visits, acute infections, and antibiotic use 
for acute exacerbations and concluded that balloon sinuplasty 
led to an improvement in all categories [21].

In a systematic review and meta-analysis by Levy et al. the 
investigators evaluated quality of life and sinus opacification in 
CRS patients who underwent balloon sinuplasty. 17 studies were 
evaluated. A significant improvement in self‐reported quality of 
life was reported in five studies which also contained SNOT‐20 
scores up to 1 year post procedure. A significant improvement 
in paranasal sinus opacification was reported in 5 studies in two 
of the studies evaluated, in which there was a direct comparison 
drawn between FESS and Balloon dilation, the SNOT 20 outcomes 
were found to be comparable. In another meta-analysis in China 
by Xu et al., 7 of the prospective before-after self-controlled 
studies looked at improvements in SNOT-20 scores [26], Lund 
Mackay scores at 6 months and one year post balloon sinuplasty 
were statistically significant (P<0.05)and the authors concluded 
that the postoperative effect of balloon sinuplasty on chronic 
rhinosinusitis was evident [27].

A “real-world” multi-centre registry study by Levine et al. 
assessed the safety and effectiveness of balloon sinuplasty in 
of 1,036 patients in 27ENT practices. Data collected over 18 
months demonstrated that balloon sinuplasty was used in 3,276 
sinuses with an average follow-up up to 40 weeks. In 95.2% of 
subjects symptoms were found to have been improved with no 
major adverse events reported and a revision rate of 1.3% of the 

sinuses dilated. The authors concluded that balloon sinuplasty 
was both safe and effective with complication rates, revision 
rates, and symptom rates all comparing favourably with those 
reported in literature in traditional FESS. In India Raghunandan 
et al. conducted a single institute, prospective study to assess 
the outcomes of balloon sinuplasty [28]. A consecutive series 
of 20 patients with chronic rhinosinusitis underwent balloon 
sinuplasty and were followed up over a period of 1 year.

Dramatic relief from symptoms were found within the 1st 
postoperative week, demonstrated by a reduction in the SNOT 20 
scores (68% to 16%) and all patients found to be symptom free 
during further follow up. Statistically significant improvement 
was also seen in the Lanza Kennedy nasal endoscopy score with 
a drop from an average preoperative score of 61.25% to 22.5%, 
1 year post procedure. The Lund Mackay score also improved 
significantly from a score of 47.71% preoperatively to 16.25% 
one year post procedure. Antrostomies and Caldwell Luc 
procedures were, at a point in time, the preferred methods to 
treat chronic sinusitis [29]. The outlook changed tremendously 
when in the late 1970s, Messerligker principles on mucociliary 
clearance and detailing of intranasal pathologies including the 
osteomeatal concept led to the inculcation into functional sinus 
surgery by Kennedy in the 1980s. The goal of FESS is to establish 
normal drainage and ventilation of the paranasal sinuses by 
removal of diseased tissue [30]. 

Since FDA approval in 2005 there have been multiple 
studies including control trials and long term follow data with 
encouraging results however balloon sinuplasty has remained 
the topic of heated debates. The concept of opening the ostia by 
mucosal and bony compression, as compared to the removal of 
diseased mucus lining and bone has not been accepted by the 
Rhinologists especially since it was found that 53% of patients 
had underlying inflammation. The recurrence of inflammation 
remains a concern for most surgeons [31]. However as per 
literature FESS does not remove every piece of inflamed tissue 
either thus adding further fuel to the debate [18] Based on 
the aforementioned point of debate is the revision rate of the 
balloon sinuplasty vs. FESS is another highly contested topic 
[4]. A prospective national audit of sinus surgeries by The Royal 
College of Surgeons of England included 3128 patients who 
underwent FESS. In agreement with literature the rate of major 
complications was low and occurred in only 0.4%. 

Minor complications occurred in 6.6%, such as excessive 
preoperative bleeding, postoperative infection, stenosis and 
adhesions. The revision rate of FESS in literature have found to 
range from 2% to 24% with revision procedures found to have 
a significantly higher rate of complications and failure rates 
[32]. One concern is that the rate of revision is Balloon dilation 
is considerably higher [33]. Although the revision rates have 
not been compared in large trials the REMODEL trial was one 
that compared revision rates, albeit with a small sample size, 
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at 18 months and found that revision rate was 2.7% for balloon 
sinuplasty and 6.9% in FESS arms and but were not statistically 
significant [21]. In another trial of 65 by Weiss et. al. the revision 
balloon dilation were found to be necessary in 3.6% of the total 
number of sinuses dilated which comprised 9.2% of the total 
patient pool [34].

Another point of debate is the category of chronic 
rhinosinusitis patients in whom balloon sinuplasty is indicated. 
Balloon dilation cannot be used as standalone procedures in 
which disease clearance is of the essence, as in nasal polyposis, 
fungal sinusitis or neoplasm. In most studies, the inclusion 
criteria include patients with the presence of unilateral or 
bilateral maxillary, frontal or sphenoidal sinusitis unresponsive 
to medical management. The exclusion criteria, other than those 
mentioned above, included distorted osteomeatal anatomy, 
previous sinonasal surgery, isolated ethmoidal sinus or 
infundibular disease, nasal trauma, ciliary dysmotility syndrome 
and cystic fibrosis [35]. Although most view balloon sinuplasty 
as a standalone procedure to be used in lieu of FESS, multiple 
studies have used balloon dilation in a hybrid procedure with 
FESS being used along with balloon dilation. This is specifically 
useful for the frontal recess which is has a relatively high risk of 
stenosis [36]. 

Among the studies published on balloon dilation since its 
approval, they have all demonstrated statistically significant 
improvements in symptoms, quality of life, nasal endoscopy 
scores and CT-PNS scores when compared to medical 
management and comparable results when compared to FESS. 
It was also found to be both a safe and tolerable procedure. 
Balloon sinuplasty procedures per 10,000 beneficiaries in the 
US increased by 3.7% annually from 2000 to 2014 and the same 
metric increased from 2011 to 2014 by 59% annually [29,21]. 
The number of procedures in India too has risen since the 
technique was initiated in subcontinent in the 2000s. Despite a 
significant increase in the number of procedures being conducted 
in both India and the Western world one major obstacle in 
its acceptability was found to be its cost [29,36]. Bizaki et al. 
remarked that the high material cost of balloon sinuplasty in 
comparison to FESS led to lower uptake. The authors mentioned 
the need to bring about higher cost saving through in office 
procedures or the reduction of material costs to improve its 
acceptability among surgeons in their practice [37-51]. 

Conclusion
This review includes prospective and retrospective trials 

since 2008. Balloon sinuplasty has been used as standalone 
procedure as well as pitted against traditional FESS and medical 
management. It also includes multiple meta-analyses conducted 
as well as real world evidence registry based study. The results 
of these trials conclude that balloon sinuplasty is not only 
effective in patients with chronic rhinosinusitis but also safe 
and well tolerated. The stumbling block mentioned in multiple 
trials has been the high cost of the procedure. Evidence suggests 

that balloon sinuplasty, if made more affordable, is a valuable 
addition in the armamentarium of surgeons against chronic 
rhinosinusitis especially due to its low invasiveness, thus 
reserving the more invasive and radical options for severe and 
refractory cases.
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